
Welcome to the 2019 Cookie Training! 

My name is Lindsay Russell, the Director of Product Program, and we are going to talk 

about how to manage the Cookie Program for your Juliette.

This year, the program runs from February 1- March 17, so you’ve got plenty of time to 

learn how it works and get ready for cookie time!
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All materials are in the mail right now (December), and can also be downloaded from The 

Bridge. 

Key an eye out for the heart throughout the training as that indicates all of the NEW things 

you are going to LOVE as part of the Cookie Program for 2019!
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Here’s a quick rundown of what we’ll go through today. 

We’re focusing on the key points of what it takes to have a successful Cookie Program with 

your Juliette.

Our goal is that when we finish up today, you’ll be excited about the program, you’ll know 

what to do next, and you’ll know where to turn to when you have questions.
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Let’s go through the resources and people available to help you.

First up, is your Cookie Materials – on the next slide, we’ll show you the list of everything 

that is being shipped out. The document you’ll know and love best is called the 2019 

Cookie Program Kit – whether you’re managing participation for a troop, service unit, or 

Juliette, this guide covers all the basics.  

As a Juliette there are some program differences therefore we created a special Juliette 

Cookie Program Kit for you to reference as well!

Next up, we’ve got The Bridge listed, which is our GSGI website just for volunteers. We’ll 

post this training, all the documents we’re referring to today, and extra resources as they 

come up, all on the Bridge.

You also have people to help you through the program. Your local Service Unit Product chair 

is a volunteer that has stepped up to assist Juliettes in your area get their first order, as well 

as answer questions through the program. You should be hearing from that person soon, 

but if you don’t know who they are or need to get ahold of them- give us a call/email and 

we can get their information to you!
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To contact GSGI staff, we recommend that you always direct your questions to 

info@gsiowa.org – that way, we’ll make sure your question gets to the right person, and that 

we get back to you in a timely manner. Another way to get support is to connect with other 

leaders on the Official Girl Scouts of Greater Iowa Leaders Facebook Group. If you’re not 

currently connected with that, you can search FB to find the group and request to join. Staff 

members do monitor that group as well, and answer questions as we’re able. 

It is super important that you make sure you’re receiving the weekly Shout Out! email 

newsletters! These come out at 6 PM on Thursdays, and gives you the most important 

information for that week to help you stay on track! If you’re not receiving it, there’s a link to 

add your email to the list on the Bridge, or you can just send us a request, to 

info@gsiowa.org. 

Smart Cookies is the online platform you will use to manage your program online.
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All cookie materials are shipped directly to any Juliette whose Parent/Guardian has 

completed the JP/G Agreement.

If you need more than what was shipped to you, please contact us at info@gsiowa.org or 

your local SUPC may have a few extra supplies. 

For Juliettes that opted-in to the League of Legendary creatures instant rewards items, you 

will receive those items and lanyards, shipped directly to you each week the reward is 

earned!
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Here the differences are all laid out for Juliettes compared to how the Cookie Program 

works for troops selling.  We will cover all of these throughout the training but feel free to 

reference these for comparison.

These are also available in your 2019 Juliette Cookie Program Kit
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In addition to skills & experiences, we know a big incentive for participating in the cookie 

program is the program credits your Juliette earns to fund her activities. 

When we talk about program credits, these credits are loaded into a digital account 

number and emailed to you at the end of the program. 

Cadette, Senior, and Ambassador Juliettes may opt-out of all reward items to earn more 

Juliette Program Credits!

You can see on this chart how much a Juliette can earn in program credits based on the 

amount of total packages sold during the Cookie Program.
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Here’s a quick overview of our Cookie lineup!

And, a little fun fact for you about Girl Scouts cookies. There are actually two bakeries that 

provide cookies for all 112 Girl Scout councils in the country. 

Girl Scouts of Greater Iowa partners with ABC Bakers, which has been providing our cookies 

for the past 10 years. 

In addition to having a baking facility right here in Iowa, part of what makes ABC a great 

choice for Greater Iowa are the “ABC Bakers Choice Cookies”

• These are Lemonades, Thanks-a-Lots and S’mores

• This past season they accounted for almost a 1/3 of all ABC Girl Scout cookies sold
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You can see 8 of the 9 varieties of cookies up on your screen – each of these 8 varieties are 

$4 per package.

If you’re new to cookies, you’ll notice we use the terms “package” and “case,” when we 

talk about cookies, instead of “box”! That helps keep things from getting confusing! There 

are 12 packages of cookies in 1 case.
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FOR ABC councils only, this year we are offering a brand new cookie: Caramel Chocolate 

Chips, which are also gluten-free.

For returning participants, this replaces the Trio gluten free cookies. The baker has 

removed the peanut allergen and addressed consumer feedback from Trios. 

We tested this cookie amongst consumers, and without testers knowing it’s a gluten free 

cookie, more than 87% of consumers said they liked the cookie. Early indications from 

other councils are that is it a great seller! 

The Caramel Chocolate Chips are listed on the order card this year, but because of the 

production lead time, we do have a limited quantity – which is still about double what we 

have had the past few years for Trios. The CCCs will be stocked in the Cookie Cupboards 

while supplies last. Once they’re gone, they are gone! The very best case scenario is to sell 

it direct only, not with order taking- as we cannot guarantee that girls can restock. 
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Each year, girls across the country get to vote on the cookie program mascot for the year, 

and this year there was overwhelming support for the narwhal. 

The narwhal is real creature, even though they’re sometimes called “the unicorn of the 

sea!” 

Narwhals like Nellie travel in packs, called “blessings” in the Arctic Ocean, and can use their 

distinctive horn, or tooth, to break up ice! That’s a pretty unique talent, just like all the 

unique talents you’ll find your girls have!

You’ll see Nellie throughout the program, including on some of the rewards items, helping 

your girls imagine, inspire, and innovate!
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While Nellie is the official Cookie Mascot for all ABC Bakery Girl Scout councils across the 

country, and seen in the inventive patches and rewards, in Girl Scouts of Greater Iowa only, 

she is assisted by her magical friends, the League of Legendary Creatures. The League is 

also woven in to the rewards lineup, but more on that later! 
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You can find additional information on entire Cookie Program in the TPM training which 

covers the specifics of each part of the Cookie Program.  There are four phases you will 

want to look at as you prepare and participate in the 2019 Cookie Program – Planning, 

Setting Your For Success, Selling, and Wrap-up.  

While overall the program and dates are not different, we do want you as a Juliette Parent 

or Guardian to know what to expect and where the differences for Juliettes fall throughout 

the program!
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Let’s start with planning & preordering, and take a look at some of the first dates & 

deadlines that come up.

January 1- is the first date that troops and Juliettes can begin contacting businesses to set 

up booth sales or lemonade stands. Booth sales would start on February 8, after you’ve 

already got cookies in hand, and some troops like to get those locations on the calendar 

early.

January 15- your first order of cookies is due - we call it the Initial Order

January 22 – Smart Cookies Training

February 1- Girls can begin taking orders

February 3-8 Your Initial Orders will be delivered to your Service Unit and girls can begin 

delivering orders!
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Let’s talk about setting yourself up for success as a Juliette Parent/Guardian. We appreciate 

your stepping up, and we are excited to work with you during this Cookie Season!  

If you have not already submitted your online Juliette P/G Agreement, please do so ASAP!  

That is a very important part of getting started in this role. That means you’re accepting the 

responsibilities of the role, and this will allow you to get your Smart Cookies login next 

week.

As the “TPM” of your Juliette, you will be the only one with a login for Smart Cookies and 

therefore you are able manage the entire program there for your Juliette.  This includes 

placing the initial order, tracking and placing additional orders.

And, you will be the person who collects and deposits all money throughout the Cookie 

program for your Juliette.  

If for any reason you are not comfortable with being your Juliette’s “TPM” then your local 

Service Unit Product Chair (SUPC) can help manage the system for you.  Please let us know 

if this is the case when you fill out your Juliette P/G Agreement Form or contact us directly.  

If the SUPC manages your Juliette’s participation, that volunteer will work directly with you 
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on when to submit and pick-up orders as well as other program details.

And last, but MOST importantly- the Cookie Program is our most visible and recognizable 

program of the year. Girls, parents and community members will be looking to you to set an 

example of what Girl Scouts are! Do your best to be the example of how girls and families 

should act during this exciting time. 
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Using ABC’s Smart Cookies system:

For Girls, you can go to the Smart Cookies site from a mobile device – you will NOT need to 

download a separate application. 

For Girls, if they have a previous version of the app from last year, they must delete it and 

reinstall the new Smart Cookies Mobile App. On the app, girls can set their goals, send 

ecards to customers, take orders, view sales, and take credit card payments.

Coming next week (December) – each TPM, SUPC, or Juliette Parent/Guardian will get a 

login for Smart Cookies.  

Please add noreply@abcsmartcookies.com to your safe sender list so that we can send you 

your login information and other system emails throughout the program. 
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• We will highlight a couple of the ways you can prepare for selling as a Juliette
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And here’s probably the biggest question! How many cookies should I order?

The Initial Order is the first chance you have to order cookies. This happens in January 

BEFORE the program starts so that girls can have cookies in hand for the majority of the 

program.

We provide a tool to help you estimate, available on The Bridge.

As far as placing the order, it is placed in Smart Cookies, and that’s a piece we’re not going 

to get into today. We will demonstrate that during the January webinar on Smart Cookies, 

and we’ll also be posting step-by-step guides and videos to help show you how to do that.

Your initial order is due January 15. If you miss this deadline the next opportunity to have 

to pick up cookies is not until February 8.
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And now, we’ll keep moving into what happens during Cookie Time!
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To start, here’s how girls actually participate or sell cookies.

They have 4 options:

1. Online using the Smart Cookies site, girls can begin on February 1

2. Order-taking (and delivering later), girls can begin on February 1

3. Direct Sales, this means waiting until cookies arrive before they approach 

customers, they can start as soon as your initial order is delivered

4. Booth Sales, these are the table set up at grocery stores or other locations, can 

begin February 8

We are going to cover what is NEW in selling this year!
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While girls have already been able to sell online we are offering some differences in what 

the customers receive or can opt-into with their online sale!  (Highlight shipping and gift 

box on next slide)

To sell online, girls can reach out to customers using e-cards – that’s an email that will 

direct the customer to a link that will credit that girl with the sale. 

Customers then have the option to pay for cookies online and have them shipped directly, 

OR send their order back for a girl to deliver and collect payment for later. Cost of shipping 

is $5.75 when the customer orders 5-12 boxes online – GSGI is picking up HALF the 

shipping fee of $11.50. That is within the continental US; additional fees for AK/HI and 

APO/FPO military addresses.

Smart Cookies Direct Ship orders typically credit to the girl in Smart Cookies within an hour 

after being placed. Average delivery time is 4-6 days, but it could be faster (or slower) 

depending on location. 

Direct Ship orders are great because there is no money exchanged, cookies moved or 

tracking needed. It’s all automatic. 
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For those returning to the program, here’s a key update. 

- This year there is one e-card. Before sending it, girls will have a check box to select 

whether to allow girl delivery or not. For example: You may not want to give Uncle Bruce 

in San Diego the option to have cookies delivered by your Girl Scout, you may only want 

to give him the option to purchase online and have them shipped. 

- However, ecards sent through the mobile app will ALWAYS have both options, but orders 

can be cancelled by the family if needed though.

For Girl-delivered Orders however, parents will need to communicate the cookies they need 

to you- then go back and deliver and collect the money. 
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Here’s a quick peek at what the NEW gift box option looks like, available for online orders 

only.

Customers get to customize the box with any 5 packages, as well as include a gift message. 
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We think this is one of the biggest changes to help Juliettes sell this year!

Lemonade stand differences:

• Girl is required to be accompanied by parent/guardian (does not have to be a registered 

volunteer)

• Uses “girl-owned” cookies (not troop inventory)

• Not be entered into Smart cookies, NOT managed by TPM

This is an additional opportunity and does not replace booth sales.
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This is a new option this year and we wanted to make sure to call it out for EVERYONE!
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For any new Juliette Parents or Guardians this year we want to make sure you know what a 

Cookie a Cupboard is!

We have already discussed the initial cookie order, however, you will most likely find you 

need more cookies to sell during the program. Throughout the program, you’ll be able to 

order, and pick up cookies from locations called Cookie Cupboards. 

You will be able to order cookies from nearly 30 cookie cupboard locations across the 

council by placing an order in Smart Cookies.  

There are a few different types of cupboards:

- Super Cupboards are larger store front or warehouse locations that are secured and 

staffed by the council. They are open for order pick up 8 am- 6 pm or until all orders for 

that day are picked up. These locations stay open the entire length of the program and 

have the largest stocks of cookies. 

- Volunteer Cupboards, are just that. Girl Scout volunteers that have given up part of their 

space to house cookies, and fill orders for troops in their area and surrounding areas. 

These locations are also open the entire length of the program.

- Rolling Cupboards, are delivery trucks that serve areas that don’t have the space or 

volunteer for a physical location, a truck is scheduled for a certain time once a week, 
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and troops can place and order and pick it up right off the truck. These cupboards are only 

open for the first few weeks of the sale when the demand is the highest. 

All addresses, pick up times, and contact information can be found in Smart Cookies, you will 

be able to search a map or pull a report of every location if you would like one complete list. 

Each location will have hours based on their availability and all of that information can be 

found in Smart Cookies when you place your order, along with directions on how to get to 

the nearest Cookie Cupboard. 
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Getting more cookies is important for ALL girls and there are two ways to get more should 

you need it – Planned and Express orders.  
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Planned orders are the process you use in Smart Cookies to get more cookies. 

Because of the time it takes to get cookies, ALL planned orders are due Sunday nights at 

midnight. This way Cupboard managers have time to pull and pack your order, and we can 

make sure to send delivery trucks out to them with your cookies. 
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For a short period at the beginning of the cookie program, we know the customer demand 

is the highest! 

To accommodate this, our Super Cupboard locations provide express ordering. Still using 

the Planned Order system in Smart Cookies, you will be able to place orders until noon, the 

day before you plan to pick up. 

Pick Up days are the 13, 14 and 15, then the 20, 21, 22 of February. 

After that, all orders are due on Sunday nights for the rest of the program, just like all the 

other cupboard locations.
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NEW this year, all girls and troops can utilize the entire last week of the sale as a “cookie 

checkout,” or risk-free week! 

That’s right, any cookies, of what we have left in inventory, will be available for pickup that 

week, and any portion unsold by March 17, can be returned to the council! 

There is no longer a requirement that you must have a registered booth to participate in 

the cookie checkout. The only caveat is that it comes out of what we have in remaining 

inventory; we will not order more cookies from our bakery to accommodate orders this 

week. If a customer wants a cookie variety that we are out of that final week, the online 

sale is the only place to get it (or seek transfers from other troops) 

The order has to be picked up that week, and you can only return up to what you had 

ordered and picked up. 
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With 9 different varieties of Cookies, it’s hard to get the mix just right when you order!

You can transfer or exchange cookies with other troops, at any time. Make sure you get 

receipts, and do the transfers in the system as well. 

You can also move cookies with in your troop at any time. Between you and a girl, or 

between two families. Just remember to move the cookies in Smart Cookies so that the 

appropriate girl does or doesn’t get credit. 

You can also exchange with a Cookie Cupboard too – you can exchange up to the amount 

that you’re bringing back. For example,  say you have 3 cases of Shortbread cookies that 

you don’t need. You will put a Planned Order order in the system for 3 cases of cookies you 

do want, like Thin Mints. Then, when you come to pick those up, bring the Shortbreads 

back with you. 

You can come to the cupboard other times to exchange, without having placed an order, 

but varieties aren’t guaranteed if you don’t have an order in the system.
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You will find that there are always customers that would like to donate to the Girl Scouts, 

but don’t want to take home cookies. 

When customers donate to the Joy Project, they are doubling their impact – funding 

activities for Girl Scouts, plus ensuring cookies are delivered to worthy organizations! 

For returning volunteers, this year there will be no “tracked” cookie share in Smart Cookies, 

so all your Joy Project donations will be credited as “virtual cookie share” in Smart Cookies. 

If the troop or Juliette participates, GSGI will arrange for delivery to non-profits around the 

council, at the end of the program. Girls who have at least 6 donations credited in Smart 

Cookies will earn the Joy Project patch.
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Okay! We’ve covered how you get ready for the program, your first cookie order, how girls 

sell the cookies, how you order more and also how you can exchange varieties you don’t 

need. 

Let’s talk about wrapping things up!
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At this point, all the cookies you’ve ordered should have been transferred and distributed 

to girls to sell, or used for cookie booths!

Throughout the program, you will deposit all money earned using your deposit-only card 

and girl-specific pin.  After the program is completed you will receive all program credits via 

a digital account number that will be emailed to you.
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In addition to the Juliette Program Credits, which we’ve already talked about…
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Last year, GSGI introduced a very successful instant rewards pilot program, and this year 

we’ve made it even bigger. This is a unique option just for our girls, unlike any other Girl 

Scout council in the country!

The girls earn the lanyard just for submitting their permission form – or Juliette 

Parent/Guardian Agreement, for Juliettes.
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Patches are earned by each girl individually based on how she participates before and 

during the program. 

These images are listed on the back of the Volunteer guide AND family guide, and on the 

order card. Descriptions of how they are earned are listed as well.

I did want to call out a few, the Cookie University, Cookie Rally and Cookie Kick Off badges 

are earned BEFORE the program by attending those specific events. Kick Offs and 

Universities are listed on our council event Listings and Rallies are hosted at the Service 

Unit Level and your SUPC will notify you if they are having one locally. 

This year, we will have instant patches again too! Girls will receive patches in the mail after 

reaching one and three Smart Cookies Direct Ship orders. 

All other patches will be received at the end of the program, along with other rewards 

items. 
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Girls earn Juliette Program Credits they can use just like money towards different 

experiences and merchandise – this replaces “troop proceeds” for Juliette girls. Girls also 

earn Cookie Dough, based on the award levels listed on the rewards insert of the order 

card. 

These program credits can be used to pay for events, trips, camps, in our girl scout shops 

and the online shop. They can even use credits to pay for their Girl Scout membership.

Credits can only be shared by sisters or Girl Scouts living in the same household, or donated 

to be used for membership for another Girl Scout.

These are loaded onto an account number and emailed to each family in April at the end of 

the program. Girls have until September 15 of next year to use them as they see fit.

After September 15, 2019, the leftover Juliette Program Credits of any Juliette will 

expire.

After September 15, 2019, the leftover Cookie Dough of any girl who was in K-4 when 
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she sold cookies, will expire.

Girls who were in 5th grade and up when they sold cookies, have the opportunity to 

KEEP their Cookie Dough and “bank” it as we call it, as long as they are reregistered for 

the next Girl Scout year BY September 15. They can save up for bigger camps or longer 

trips and even use it towards a lifetime membership when they graduate.
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On top of patches and Cookie Dough- girls also earn fun theme related prizes at certain 

sales levels. Girls have the option of opting out of prizes to receive even more cookie 

dough. 

These are also the items that Cadette, Senior, and Ambassador Juliettes can choose to opt 

out of to earn more Juliette Program Credits.

These items are cumulative, so she earns the item at the highest level she reaches, and 

everything below it. You will place the order for these items at the end of the program in 

Smart Cookies.

New this year – all rewards items will ship directly to girls!!!
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We made through! Thank you for taking time to attend and watch this training. 

• Here’s what’s next, take a look at your Volunteer guide- we covered the high points, but 

be sure to review important dates and order deadlines. The program goes smoothly 

when we all work together. 

• Set goals! What do girls want to do with their earnings? What prizes do they want to 

earn? Help girls set realistic individual goals 

• And finally don’t forget to mark down January 22 for Smart Cookies training
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THANK YOU! The Cookie Program is like no other, and it’s people like you that make it 

possible for thousands of girls each year to have this unique opportunity to grow and learn 

so much.  

Thank you for the time you give, the miles you drive and the space in your home you give 

up to make this happen. It doesn’t go unnoticed and we truly couldn’t do it without you. 
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